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COURSE DESCRIPTION  
 

 1. Course unit title: Theoretical and Lawful Bases of National Security 
 2. Course unit code: SEC 1077 
 3. Type of course unit: compulsory 
 4. Level of course unit: Bachelor 

5.Year of study: second 
6. Semester: third 

 7. Number of ECTS credits allocated: 6 
 8. Name of lecturer: Prof. Petar Hristov, PhD 

9. Learning outcomes of the course unit:  
The course reveals the contents of key terms and concepts used in the theoretical developments on 
issues of national security and the connection between them concerning legal regulations aspect as 
well as logical aspect. 
10. Mode of delivery: face-to-face.   
11. Prerequisites and co-requisites: Students are required to have done the courses ‘Study of the 
State’, ‘General Theory of Law’, ‘Philosophy’, ‘Constitutional Law’ and ‘History and Theory of 
Security’. 

 12. Course objective: 
 The objective of the course is students to acquire enough knowledge to reveal for them the system 

in accordance with which decisions are prepared, made and controlled in the frames of the state, 
connected with protection of national interests from foreign threats and to increase the state’s 
ability to save and keep national values.  

 13. Recommended or required reading:  
1) Христов, П., Е. Ганева, Право на национална сигурност на Република България. 
Нормативни актове и документи, Варна, 2012. 
2)Христов, П., Метатеория на риска, С, 2011. 
3) Томов, В., П. Христов и А. Ненова, Екологична сигурност, 2007, Варна 

 14. Planned learning activities and teaching methods: Lectures, seminars, contact hours 
 15. Assessment methods and criteria: oral and written examination, course assignments and 

projects. 
‘EXCELLENT’: The student shows wide and deep knowledge, gives grounded and exact answers 
to the questions, expresses his thoughts logically and precisely, has practical skills and abilities to 
appreciate the crises situations. ‘VERY GOOD’: The student has full and deep knowledge, 
practical skills, logical and extended thinking and uses correctly the law terminology. ‘GOOD’: 
The student has full knowledge, practical skills, deep thoughts and uses correctly the law 
terminology. ‘SATISFACTORY’: The student answers the essence of questions with some 
difficulties, has insufficient practical skills and abilities and does not usually express his thought 
correctly. The material of proof is presented in understandable but not correctly structured way.  
‘POOR’: The student does not have the necessary knowledge, makes factual mistakes, has 
difficulties giving their answers, does not know how to explain the nature of the question.  

 16. Language of instruction: Bulgarian. 
 17. Work placement: none. 


